
Scripture reference: The Story and the Song

Story summary: Every story in the Bible tells us something about Jesus. 

Optional Lesson Strengthening: Ask if anyone knows what GPS stands for: Global Positioning System. Have they
ever used one or seen anyone use one? When and for what? What all does a GPS tell us? (encourage response). It
tells us where we are, where our destination is, the best route to get there, if we make a wrong turn, etc. Take out
your GPS App on your phone and type in destination “Heaven”. Mine tells me “No results.” Only God’s Word of Truth
can direct us there. Jesus said it very plain and simple in John 14:6 – “I am the Way, the Truth, and the Life. No one
comes the the Father but through Me.” God not only told us the way, He came to earth to show us the way; He
doesn’t want any of us to remain lost. Even as believers in Christ though, we can sometimes lose our way and find
ourselves on the wrong road or path. God has given us the Bible to show us the way back to Him and how to enjoy
this life He's given us and find purpose in His plan for us.

Craft:
What you need:
Template 
Colouring in crayons or pencils
Eraser
Scissors 
Glue (Pritt)

Explanation: 
As we read the Bible together we’re going to discover that every story in the Bible tells us something about Jesus and
the cross. Every bible story is a puzzle piece that fits into the bigger picture of the cross. Some of the stories may
seem to be about nothing but rules. Some of them may seem to be a simple story of a great hero. Some of them may
seem to be about us, but all of the Bible is about Jesus. Every story in the Bible whispers Jesus’ name.

Mother's Day:
See attached a bookmark for the children to colour in for their mothers - be creative. 








